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	       Everyone who joined this team had a 

reason. Whether it was to add something to 

pad up the resume or because they’ve 

always wanted to begin their venture into 

print design; we all joined because we 

wanted to create something that we viewed 

as valuable. 	


       


	       That’s something we often forget in this 

program after being bogged down by 

monotonous assignments and countless 

clicker questions; that we all want to create. 

The greatest advantage of our program lies 

in the faculty of its students. No matter what 

year you’re in, or what you’re venturing 

towards, it takes just a short glance beside 

us to see the wonderful work that everyone 

creates.	



	       And sometimes that can get to you, at 

least I can say it’s for sure gotten to us. 

Going a little bit further, searching for 

designs on Dribble, googling website ideas 

and using Pinterest for mood boards it’s 

easy to start feeling like a fraud. To start 

feeling like you’re not good enough, that 

you’ll never get to where you want to be, 

and that everyone else just seems better 

than you.

	       But it’s important to remember that 

initial idea. That we’re all here because we 

want to create. Whatever self doubt begins 

to cloud your thoughts, remember that it 

only comes from a desire to be greater, it 

only comes because you care. And while it 

may be misguided it is the sign of a beautiful 

heart. Wanting and caring are the two keys 

to transforming both your life and the world. 

And if you’re reading this, if you submitted 

work, you clearly have both of these 

important attributes and are on the path 

towards success. 	



	       Working on this magazine hasn’t been 

easy. There have been stressful nights, hard 

decisions to make and a lot of work. But it’s 

worth it. It’s worth it because of you. It’s 

worth seeing the amazing things you have 

created and the amazing capabilities of 

everyone associated with this program. It’s 

worth seeing the potential for greatness and 

the power you all have to create 

change.									


Sincerely,

Your Editors
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CINDY LE


GBDA 3RD YEAR


cxleq.squarespace.com

EMILY LILEK

GBDA 3RD YEAR


emilialilek.myportfolio.com

RACHEL XU


GBDA 1ST YEAR


rachel-xu.weebly.com
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SUSAN SUN


GBDA ALUMNI


susansun.com

CARLY PHILLIPS + KATRINA SCHOUTEN

GBDA ALUMNI + GBDA 5TH YEAR
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YASH RAJE

GBDA 2ND YEAR


@yash.s.raje


@_yashraje

FELIX WEBER

GBDA 2ND YEAR


@felix.jrweber



BUUCHAU CHAU


GBDA 3RD YEAR


buuchau-chau.me



I write to you with an old hotel pen


In a notebook that I’d long forgotten about


Sitting at my desk in my childhood home


Listening to that band that we love so much


I spill my thoughts, hopes, my dreams


As my hand casts shadows on the pages


I sign my love and my name


With an old hotel pen



No. 1



I write to you with an old hotel pen


Beneath dim lights in our hidden café


While sipping coffee between pen strokes


Filling pages with words


I could never say to you in person


For fear I won’t do them justice



No. 2
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HOTEL PEN


LIZ BRENKENRIDGE


GBDA ALUMNI


@lizbrecks

SARAH STOCK


GBDA 4TH YEAR


sarahstock.ca



HALINA BROOKSON

GBDA 2ND YEAR


@halinabrookson

RAZAN QAOUD


GBDA ALUMNI


@rqdesigns
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AVNEET SANDHU


GBDA ALUMNI


@avneat_o

ALEXANDRIA WON


GBDA ALUMNI


alexandriawon.com



ARTURO SALEK


GBDA 4TH YEAR


arturo.ca

ALEXANDRIA WON


GBDA ALUMNI


alexandriawon.com
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JESSIE ZHOU


GBDA 2ND YEAR


@its.jessiie

SUDIKSHA NUKALA

GBDA 1ST YEAR


@sudiksha.jpg



TANIA SHARMA

GBDA 3RD YEAR


tsharma.com

JULIE HUYNH

GBDA 1ST YEAR


@juliehuwin
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MOHAMMED IRFAN

GBDA 1ST YEAR


@thehamaguri



MINAHIL MOHSIN


GBDA 3RD YEAR


minahilmohsin97.wixsite.com/minahilm



The dusty tables stood on the glass covered floors of the old bar.  The dim 

light reflected off broken beer bottles; the walls a dusty and dry shade of 

grey.  The grotesque waft of fresh gunpowder still loomed over the scene.  

Pieces of bar stools were scattered across the floor; the seats had been 

ripped off and used as shields. Sixteen bullets scattered around the empty 

counter where the lonely met their ends.  The ancient clock chimed; the 

minute-hand stuck striking midnight.



Daemon sat in a black leather trench coat breathing heavily and coughing 

up blood.  He had lost his vision when a Survivor stabbed him in the eye 

trying to get his supplies.  Only four bullets remained in his Colt Revolver 

and that alone would not fend off The Fallen.



I walked across the landscape staring aimlessly at the sky.  Jonathan and 

Jason gave me a smile.



Jonathan had mentioned a few days ago that a man with only one eye 

had killed sixteen of his men and stolen his supplies.  He said he had had 

no choice but to find him and get back what he had stolen.



“Twenty-Four 
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DEVLIN COUSINS GBDA 1ST YEAR



I had mentioned that I knew the one-eyed man.  In exchange for 

food, I told Jonathan all about James, the man who I had been 

searching for.



The Fallen was the other problem that had taken a toll on Jonathan’s 

group.  Day after day he had lost family and friends.  Those beasts 

would have their way, whether we  liked it or not.



Daemon was the true embodiment of a sadist.  When he killed The 

Fallen he enjoyed the sound of tearing flesh, and the warmth of 

blood on his hands.  He found pleasure in watching others cry, as 

their possessed family members were slaughtered before their very 

eyes.



He pulled a picture out of his pocket, flipped it over, and read the 

names written on the back: Sophia, Lilian, and Charles.  With a sigh, 

he remembered his wife.  A kind woman who believed in virtue and 

love.  She was a true saint; the opposite of himself. 



To read more, reach out to Creators Collective or Devlin.

No More.”
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SAPHERA PETERS

GBDA 3RD YEAR


@saphrxa



AMIRAH MAHOMED


GBDA 3RD YEAR


@photosbyamirah
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VIRAN KOHLI


GBDA 3RD YEAR


virankohli.com

GREGORY COTTON

GBDA 2ND YEAR


@greg.a.c



SAM FOSS


GBDA 2ND YEAR


fossfocus.myportfolio.com

JIAJIA KONG


GBDA 1ST YEAR


@broke_photography
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ZAID AMER


GBDA 2ND YEAR


@zwrites_


@zaidd_amer



Zaid Amer

GBDA 2nd Year

@Zaidd_Amer


@Zwrites_
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AVNEET SANDHU


GBDA ALUMNI


@avneat_o

CELINA NGUYEN


GBDA 2ND YEAR


@celnguyenx


@celxoart



DAIHAN ZHU


GBDA 4TH YEAR


daihan.ca

KYERA MAPP


GBDA 3RD YEAR


@kyeramapp


@jomoradio



page
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BRIAN DUMBLETON


GBDA 4TH YEAR


dumbleton.ca



page

MATHIEU LEGAULT

GBDA 4TH YEAR


legault.me
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REID VALAITIS


GBDA 3RD YEAR


reidvalaitis.com

DANIEL MACNEIL


GBDA 2ND YEAR


danielmacneil.myportfolio.com



TIANA EGHDAM


GBDA ALUMNI


@tianaeghdam

MARY ALLYSA MISOLA

GBDA 2ND YEAR


alymisola.wixsite.com/alym



  the team.meet

You are here. 



And while that may sound everyday, it is 

anything but. It is miraculous enough 

that you are alive, the infinitely large 

expanse of the universe. It is marvelous 

that you currently or previously attended 

one of the world’s most renowned 

universities.  You are extraordinary from 

the cadence of your voice to all of your 

peculiar idiosyncrasies. 



In a world so saturated by information, 

it gets hard to remember that you are 

valuable. Comparison is often the thief 

of joy, but that is what we’re here to 

remind you of, to showcase. That there is 

no one who has your swagger, no one 

who could replace you, there is no one 

just like you.

ZAID AMER


@zwrites_


@zaidd_amer


JULIE HUYNH


@juliehuwin


AMIRAH MAHOMED


@photosbyamirah


amirahmahomed.com


KALEIGH MARTHERUS


@kaleigh_mar


kaleighmar.com


CELINA NGUYEN


@celnguyenx


@celxoart


SAPHERA PETERS


@sapherapeters


sapherapeters.com


YASH RAJE


@yash.s.raje


JESSIE ZHOU


@its.jessiie
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